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Equipment (based on Class of 30 working in pairs) 
15 x Shuttlecocks – if not a Bean Bag, pompom, or Success Ball
45 x Hula Hoops – if not cones, bibs or floor spots
75 x Marker Cones – if not cones, floor lines or spots or chalk
15 x Floor spots – if not markers cones
15 x Bean Bags - if not balls
Timer- stopwatch; watch or phone

If you do not have enough equipment to work in pairs pupils can work in 3s rotating
pairs or roate groups around the challenges.

As always we expect schools to observe the Spirit of the Games Values. We will value 
participation over everything.

Please ensure that the scores submitted are suitably representative of 
    both the activity and the pupil's ability.

      ''I would prefer to fail with honour than win by cheating''
                                                                                                  - Sophocles 

Collect the best score of each pupil on the paper scoresheet provided or directly onto
the excel spreadsheet. Scores taken on the paper scoresheet will need to be
transferred to the excel spreadsheet. This excel spreadsheet is kept by the school. and
not submitted. Inclusion of pupils' names is optional but can be useful for you to review
school rewards and personal best achievement. The excel spreadsheet will collate the
scores and provide you with an average score for each  class in the yellow section. The
excel spreadsheet  allows six classes to be completed with a class sizes of up to 35. 
Additional spreadsheets can be used if required. The excel spreadsheet can be
found here and the paper scoresheet here

The Challenges
Challenge One- Ready, Steady, Throw
Challenge Two-  Traffic Lights
Challenge Three- Switch

tambourelli

Either show the videos to your pupils or demonstrate each challenge to them. Allow
pupils to practise,  before asking them or their partner to count their scores.

The average scores from the excel spreadsheet should be submitted online. The
deadline for submission is 23 October 2020. Please click here to submit your
average scores.

Spirit of the Games

Teacher Guidance

On Line Scoresheet

Score Collation

Implementation

https://getberkshireactive.org/year-7-event-two-tambourelli
https://getberkshireactive.org/key-stage-two-event-one
https://getberkshireactive.org/uploads/paper-scoresheet-17.pdf?v=1601288677
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd98gDtR29reh4jAt01OpaO9tkibDcoxj50tFv7UZSkbjXIcQ/viewform


CHALLENGE VIDEO

Watch Nathan 
demonstrate
the 
challenge

When ready, run to pick up the shuttle with your racket hand.
Turn sideways and side step back (lead with racket arm leg) over the throw line and
then throw the shuttle overarm to throw the shuttle as far as possible.
Collect the shuttle and place it back on the 1st cone and return to the throw  line. Repeat.
You have 6 attempts to score as many points as possible.
Practise the challenge before recording your best score.

tambourelli

Create a  throwing line by placing 2 cones 2 paces
apart. Place a  marker 2 paces away for the 1st
scoring zone and place the shuttle on it. Create 2
more scoring zones 4 paces away and 6 paces
away from the start/throw line.

If the shuttle lands between the 1st & 2nd cones  (2 paces away) you score 1 point,
between the 2nd and 3rd cone (4 paces away) you score 2 points, if the shuttle lands
beyond the 3rd cone (6 paces away) you score 3 points.

Virtual

SET UP

STEP ADAPTATIONS

CHALLENGE 1 – READY, STEADY THROW 

TO PLAY

SCORING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97BWhLvYG0w&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97BWhLvYG0w&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPcgcCWB4-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97BWhLvYG0w


Virtual

Watch Nathan 
demonstrate
the challenge

Get into the underarm serve position.
On ‘Go’  serve using your hand  to land the beanbag into either the green or yellow hoops
(1st 2 hoops if you do not have the colour hoops) to score points.  AVOID the red hoop.
Retrieve the bean bag and return to the serving point before attempting the challenge
again.
Practise the challenge before recording your best score.

Green hoop scores you 2 points, yellow hoop scores you 1 point. If the beanbag lands
in the red hoop take 1 point away from your score.
You have 60 seconds to score as many points as possible.

tambourelli

Place 2 cones down 1 pace apart as a
serving point. Place 3 similar sized hoops
(preferably red, yellow, green) touching each
other in a row in front of the throw down
spot 3 paces away in the order of Green,
Yellow, Red.

STEP ADAPTATIONS

CHALLENGE 2 - TRAFFIC LIGHTS

CHALLENGE VIDEOSET UP

TO PLAY

SCORING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te7F0YaIuNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te7F0YaIuNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te7F0YaIuNo


Virtual

Watch Nathan 
demonstrate
the challenge

Start the challenge on the centre spot with your shuttlecock.
On ‘Go’ move north placing the shuttle on the N cone before returning to the centre
spot. Try to incorporate side stepping when you can.
Then move north again to collect the shuttle before moving east placing the shuttle on
E cone and returning back to the centre. Collect the shuttle from the E cone and move it
to the S cone and place on the S cone. Return to the centre. Collect the shuttle from the S
cone and move it to the W and place it one the W cone. Return to the centre. Collect the
shuttle form the W cone and move it to the N cone.
Repeat this until time runs out.
Practise the challenge before recording your best score.

tambourellI

1 point is scored every time the shuttlecock is placed on a cone.
You have 60 seconds to score as many points as possible.

Place your floor spot down in a space, for
your start position. Place 4 marker cones 3
paces north, south, east & west of the floor
spot. 

CHALLENGE VIDEOSET UP

STEP ADAPTATIONS

CHALLENGE 3 – SWITCH 

TO PLAY

SCORING

NS

E

W

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzpXaIlVoZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzpXaIlVoZY

